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A Java Framework for Mobile Data Synchronization Norman H. Cohen IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center P.O. Box 704, Yorktown Heights, New York 10598, USA [email protected] Abstract. An industry consortium has developed a Java framework for peer-to-peer synchronization of object stores on mobile devices. A device may issue or service requests for synchronization. Successful synchronization leaves replica stores in identical states. The framework is designed to accommodate memory-limited devices and unreliable and expensive connections. Stored objects belong to application classes with methods that are invoked by the framework during synchronization, for example to resolve update conflicts.



1. Introduction The Mobile Network Computing Reference Specification, or MNCRS [15], defines a Java-based platform for communicating mobile devices. The specification, developed by an 18-company consortium, includes a framework for data synchronization. This paper describes version 1.1 of the framework, published in March 1999 and posted at http://www.mncrs.org. The heart of the framework is a persistent synchronizable store, or sync store, containing Java objects. There may be replicas of a sync store on several usually disconnected devices. Replicas are peers. Synchronization brings two replicas into identical states. Synchronization may be initiated by an application, perhaps upon some action by the end user, or by a system utility that awakens at specified times or upon specified events, such as reestablishment of a network connection. During synchronization, a sync store may receive an update that conflicts with its own most recent update to a given object. The sync store reconciles the conflict by invoking a method of the object. The object's class, and thus the reconciliation method, are provided by the application. Section 2 explains the framework's notion of synchronization. Section 3 briefly addresses consistency among replicas. Section 4 presents the application programmer's view of the framework. Section 5 discusses the tracking of deletions. Section 6 reevaluates some of the assumptions underlying the design of the framework and discusses follow-on work. Other work on mobile data synchronization and distributed databases is compared with our approach throughout the paper. In [3], we discuss the design of the framework, and a reference implementation that we constructed at the IBM Watson Research Center, in greater detail.
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2. Synchronization A synchronization consists of some number of phases, each of which sends updates in one direction. Conflicting updates are detected and reconciled at the receiving sync store. A successfully completed phase leaves the receiving store at least as up-to-date as the sending store was at the start of the phase. A complete synchronization, leaving two sync stores A and B with identical contents, can be achieved by a phase sending updates from A to B followed by a phase sending updates from B to A. The results of reconciling conflicts at B during the first phase are sent back to A during the second phase (along with any nonconflicting updates that were performed at B before synchronization started). A set of many sync stores can be completely synchronized by arranging the sync stores in a ring and performing a sequence of one-phase synchronizations that propagate updates around the ring, back to the starting point. A device capable of accepting a synchronization request from another device is called a synchronization server. Such a request includes a URL identifying the protocol to be used, the synchronization server's host name, and a sync-store name. A synchronization request handler running on a synchronization server continuously listens for an incoming synchronization request and invokes a new synchronizer to handle it. A synchronization request handler might listen at a well-known TCP/IP port for a socket connection request, or monitor a message queue for incoming messages, or periodically check an e-mail in-box, for example. While synchronizing with one replica, a sync store will pass on updates it received earlier from other replicas. Therefore, an update can be received from a sync store other than the one at which it was first applied. Updates to the same object from different replicas, received during different synchronizations, do not necessarily conflict. One update may have been applied at a sync store where the other update had already been known, in which case the intent of the later update was to supersede the earlier one, as illustrated in Fig. 1. For every object in a store, there is a history of update actions that resulted in the object's current state. Every set of update actions corresponds to a version used to determine when one update history conflicts with or supersedes another. Versions are partially ordered by a relation later than such that version v 1 is later than version v 2 if and only if the set of update actions corresponding to v 1 properly includes the set corresponding to v 2 . An update supersedes another update to the same object if its version is later. Two updates conflict if they have versions neither of which is later than the other. During synchronization, the sender need send only those updates that are new to the receiver. To determine which updates to send, the sender first obtains the receiving store's summary version, a version corresponding to the set of all updates that have been applied to that store. The sender transmits the current contents of objects with versions later than or conflicting with the receiver's summary version. Since none of the updates already reflected by the receiving store has a version later than or in conflict with the receiving store's summary version, but each of the transmitted updates does, only updates not already reflected by the receiving store are transmitted. Conversely, if a current update has not been reflected by a receiving store, its version
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Fig. 1. The propagation of superseding and conflicting updates. Updates are applied at replica A and sent to replicas B and C during synchronization, where further updates are applied. Then B and C both synchronize with replica D. The update to object x that D receives from B supersedes the update to x that D receives from C. The update to object y that D receives from C supersedes the update to y that D receives from B. The updates to object z that D receives from B and C conflict.



is later than or in conflict with the receiving store's summary version, ensuring that the update is transmitted. The framework requires that transmitted updates be applied to the receiving store, in introduction order-the order in which they were introduced to the sending store, either by an application running locally or by a previous synchronization session. Consequently, replicas obey what Petersen et al. [17] call the prefix property: If an update originally performed at some replica A is reflected in replica B, then so are any updates performed earlier at replica A. The prefix property allows a version to be represented succinctly as a version vector [16]. Each replica assigns increasing integers to the updates originating there. The version vector corresponding to some set of updates specifies the last update originating at each replica that is a member of the set. In step 6 of Fig. 1, replica D receives version vectors  for x (indicating that x was updated by update 1 at replica A, update 1 at replica B, and no updates at replicas C and D),  for y, and  for z; in step 7 it receives version vectors  for x,  for y, and  for z. One version vector represents a later version than another, unequal version vector if each of its components is greater than or equal than the corresponding component of the other; two version vectors represent conflicting versions if each has some component greater than the corresponding component of the other. The prefix property also ensures that if the transmission of updates is interrupted, so that only the selected updates preceding a certain point in the introduction order are received, the system remains in a normal state. The next synchronization can proceed as usual, selecting all updates with versions later than or conflicting with the receiver's new summary version. None of the updates successfully applied before the interruption will be retransmitted. 3



3. Consistency Davidson, Garcia-Molina, and Skeen [4] classify database consistency strategies as pessimistic or optimistic. Pessimistic strategies prevent conflicts by limiting availability of data. Optimistic strategies allow replicas to be updated independently, detecting and resolving any resulting conflicts. It is widely agreed [8, 10, 13, 21] that pessimistic approaches are inappropriate in a network with many primarily disconnected mobile devices. Fischer and Michael [6] observe that there is an inherent conflict between serializability and availability in a distributed system, but that availability is a principal reason for deciding to replicate data in the first place. They assert that for applications such as appointment calendars, distributed e-mail in boxes, and distributed file systems, availability is more important than serializability. Our framework is optimistic, and makes only weak consistency guarantees. Two replicas have identical contents after a complete synchronization with no intervening application updates. Repeated synchronization, propagating updates to all replicas, achieves eventual consistency. However, as we explain in [3], a phase interrupted by a communications failure can leave the store in a causally inconsistent state until the next synchronization. The design of the framework anticipates transactional extensions. The update objects exchanged during synchronization may specify a set of operations on multiple objects, to be applied to a sync store atomically. Implementations may extend the framework's interfaces with methods for grouping operations into a single update object.



4. Application Programming The fundamental components of the framework are sync stores, synchronizers, and a store manager. A sync store is a persistent store containing Java objects identified by keys called sync IDs. An application can provide its own classes for sync IDs that correspond to natural application keys, or let the framework generate sync IDs. Associated with each sync store is a registry of known replicas. An application accesses a sync store through the interface SyncStore. A sync-store data collection is the collection of data, stored persistently on a particular device, that can be accessed through a SyncStore object. The store manager administers sync-store data collections on the local device. A synchronizer obtains updates from a local sync store, exchanges updates with a synchronizer on another device, and applies remote updates. Different classes implementing the Synchronizer interface handle different transports and protocols. The framework includes a cluster of classes and interfaces that form the implementation of sync stores, and another cluster of classes and interfaces that form the implementation of synchronizers. The two clusters, and the store manager, can be implemented independently of each other, and alternative implementations can be plugged into the framework. A store-manager method named open constructs and returns a SyncStore object for a given sync-store data collection. A call on open may name an existing collection or request that a new, empty collection be created, to be populated by insertions or synchronization. Each call on open generates a reference to a distinct SyncStore object. However, several SyncStore objects may correspond to the same collection, as shown in Fig. 2, allowing multiple applications on a device to access the local sync-store data collection concurrently. 4
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Fig. 2. Sharing of sync-store data collections through multiple SyncStore objects. Each call on open returns a reference to a new SyncStore object. Different SyncStore objects may refer to the same data collection or to different collections.



An object to be stored in a sync store belongs to an application class that implements the interface. This interface has methods to read and write byte-stream representations of the object's contents, plus three methods invoked during synchronization: Reconcilable



w a method to replace the object's contents, invoked when more up-to-date contents for the object are received



w a method invoked on an object in the local sync store when a local update to that object is found to conflict with a remote update, to set the local object to a state that resolves the conflict



w a method invoked to resolve a conflict between an update and a deletion, and either delete the local object or set it to a state that resolves the conflict A Reconcilable object can be inserted in a sync store in association with some sync ID, retrieved using that sync ID, or deleted. The association established by an insertion can only be broken by a deletion. Until then, as long as the sync store remains open, the same object will always be associated with a given sync ID, although the contents of the object may change, and retrieval delivers the same object reference that was inserted with a given sync ID. When an application modifies the contents of an object in a sync store, it calls a method to inform the sync store of the change. A sync-store data collection may be opened for exclusive access, or for shared access by multiple applications and synchronization request handlers. Since users of a collection share references to the same Reconcilable objects, race conditions can arise. Synchronization threads manipulate a Reconcilable object only within a synchronized block for that object. An application updating a Reconcilable object should perform the update, and mark the object as updated, in a synchronized block, to ensure that a synchronizer does not access the object after it has been updated, but before it has been marked. An application might also test, within this synchronized block, whether the object has been deleted from the store since the caller obtained a reference to it. An application closes a SyncStore object when it no longer needs it. If other SyncStore objects for the same collection remain open, Reconcilable references obtained or inserted 5



through the closed SyncStore object may still be shared by the holders of the other SyncStore objects; if no SyncStore objects remain open, then the in-memory representation of the sync store may be discarded, in which case the next SyncStore object constructed for that collection will yield references to new Reconcilable objects, freshly reconstructed from persistent storage. In either case, it is prudent for an application closing a SyncStore object to discard all Reconcilable references it obtained through that object. Our framework implementation includes an interface for a persistent-storage manager. Our sync-store implementation is portable, accessing persistent storage through this interface and avoiding dependence on particular persistent-storage mechanisms. Framework implementations by other consortium members include similar interfaces, but members were unable to agree on a common definition, because of two apparently contradictory needs:



w There is an application-determined mapping between the contents of a Reconcilable object and data that is to be stored persistently. This mapping should be independent of the persistent-storage implementation.



w There is a mechanism determined by the persistent store for storing and retrieving representations of objects. It should be possible for the persistent-store implementation to implement this mechanism without any knowledge of the objects being written by particular applications. In [3], we propose a standard intermediate representation to satisfy both needs. Application methods would map between the contents of Reconcilable objects and this intermediate representation; a persistent-store manager would map between the intermediate representation and persistent storage. Using the JavaBeans event model [9], an application registers objects that listen for certain events. These objects can be used to track the progress of synchronization, or changes to a sync store by other applications or by synchronizers. There are three kinds of events:



w a sync-object event, reflecting the insertion, modification, or deletion of an object in the sync store



w a sync-store event, reflecting the opening or closing of a sync store, or the flushing of a sync store into persistent storage



w a sync-status event, reflecting the start, normal completion, or failure of a synchronization phase, or the completion of some portion of a phase An application might, for example, listen for insertions during synchronization to accumulate a list of newly inserted objects, and listen for completion of the receiving phase to add these objects to a data structure; or it might update a graphical display of the current contents of a sync store after each change. All SyncStore objects for a given collection share a single registry of sync-object-event listeners and a single registry of sync-store-event listeners. Each sync-object or sync-store event affecting the collection is reported to all registered listeners. The source of the event is the SyncStore object that triggered it. By examining the source, an application can distinguish events triggered through its SyncStore object from those triggered through other SyncStore objects. 6



A synchronizer performs a single synchronization between a particular local sync store and a particular remote replica. The local sync store is specified by a SyncStore object and the remote replica is specified by an object that specifies its URL and a schedule of synchronization phases. The Synchronizer interface has methods to start a synchronizer, or to request a synchronizer to stop; these methods return immediately. There is also a method that blocks until the synchronization has ended. For each of these methods, there is a corresponding method of a class named SynchronizerGroup, representing a set of synchronizers to be started, stopped, or waited for together. The framework supports two styles for managing synchronization: The synchronous style entails calling a method that does not return until synchronization has completed, and then examining the synchronizer's final status. The asynchronous style entails obtaining a SynchronizerGroup object, registering listeners for sync-status events, then calling a method that starts a synchronizer or group of synchronizers and returns, so that the calling thread can continue in parallel with the synchronization. Synchronizer groups can be generated to synchronize one or more specified sync stores; each may be synchronized either with all it registered replicas or with a specified replica, which need not be registered. Synchronizers are constructed using the abstract factory design pattern [7]. A synchronizer-factory interface has a method that attempts to create a synchronizer appropriate for a specified sync store, a specified replica URL, and current connectivity. For each class implementing the Synchronizer interface, there is a synchronizer-factory object constructing objects of that class. A new synchronizer is constructed by invoking each factory in turn, until one succeeds. If none succeeds, an object of a class named FailureSynchronizer (which implements the Synchronizer interface) is constructed. Any attempt to activate a FailureSynchronizer object immediately fails. The construction of a synchronizer group always succeeds, even if one or more of the synchronizers in the group fails upon activation or during synchronization. A detailed tutorial on application programming with the MNCRS data-synchronization framework can be found in [2].



5. Deletion Tombstones A classic problem in replicated databases, pointed out by Fischer and Michael [6], is that the presence of an item in one replica and its absence from another can mean that either an insertion or a deletion in one replica has not yet reached the other replica. Ratner, Popek, and Reiher [18] call this the create/delete ambiguity. The MNCRS data-synchronization framework addresses the ambiguity by maintaining a sync entry for each object in a sync store, retained as a tombstone when the object is deleted. Tombstones cannot be allowed to accumulate indefinitely, especially on memory-constrained mobile devices. Once news of an object's deletion has reached every replica that was aware of the object's existence, its tombstone can be safely removed from all these replicas. However, the framework does not specify the distributed algorithms or protocols that synchronizers should use to reach this determination.
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Without a central replica that participates in every synchronization, it is difficult to determine when tombstones can be removed. A two-phase distributed algorithm, analogous to those described by Sarin and Lynch [20] and by Ratner, Reiher, and Popek [19], can first determine the latest version earlier than or equal to the summary versions of all replicas, then inform all replicas that it is safe to discard tombstones with earlier versions. However, such algorithms are not well-suited to networks of weakly-connected mobile devices, because they generate high message volume over expensive links and depend on all nodes being reachable. Worse, the membership and topology of our network are defined dynamically, not by some recorded state, but by the act of synchronization. We discuss the management of deletion tombstones in greater detail in [3].



6. Conclusions Early in its deliberations, the MNCRS data-synchronization working group adopted several fundamental principles, which were accepted as axioms and constrained the design of the framework. Our specification and implementation experience validates some of these axioms, but call others into question.



w Axiom: Synchronization should maintain sync stores as replicas. Strict replication precludes an archiving function that deletes an object from a memory-constrained client without deleting it from the server. Furthermore, the user of a client device is often interested in only a subset of the objects in a server data store. A server could maintain separate mirror copies of each client sync store; alternatively, a server-based replica of a client sync store could store its contents in some larger, shared persistent store, as shown in Fig. 3. In [3], we discuss the semantic implications of several approaches for determining membership in the overlapping subsets of Fig. 3.
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client server client Fig. 3. Implementing server sync stores as subsets of some larger persistent store.



w Axiom: An application marks an entire object rather than a particular field as updated, and a copy of the entire updated object is transmitted during the next synchronization. 8



Some applications require the exchange of transformations rather than the states resulting from those transformations. For example, when an application increments a shared count, the appropriate reconciliation of a conflict depends not on the resulting count, but the amount of the increment. Furthermore, transmitting differences between states, rather than entire states, usually requires less bandwidth. Early drafts of the framework included provisions for synchronization based on transformations, which were dropped because they were too complicated to specify and use. In [3], we describe simpler differential-update mechanisms, in which transformations are constrained to have certain algebraic properties.



w Axiom: Peer-to-peer synchronization should be supported. We expected that if we accommodated the most general synchronization topology, appropriate solutions for more restrictive topologies, such as star topologies, would fall out as a byproduct. Instead, we found that the best approaches for more restrictive topologies are fundamentally different from those required for peer-to-peer synchronization. We were hard pressed to come up with compelling applications for peer-to-peer synchronization. The developers of Ficus [18] and Bayou [5] envisioned mobile workgroups with devices disconnected from any fixed network, but able to communicate with each other wirelessly, or even by the exchange of diskettes. However, access to fixed networks has become ubiquitous since those scenarios were posited.



w Axiom: Asynchronous synchronization phases should be supported. Updates might trickle to a mobile device through a pager throughout the day, and updates from the device might be sent in a burst once a day over a phone line. However, as we explain in [3], there is a price for this flexibility. The need to accommodate asynchronous phases complicates version management, detection of communication errors, and error recovery.



w Axiom: Updates are transmitted in introduction order. This restriction allows versions to be represented by version vectors, and facilitates incremental progress when the transmission of updates is interrupted. However, it precludes application-managed delivery priorities. Objects with different priorities could be placed in different sync stores, synchronized in priority order, but this would complicate the application. An enhanced framework could relieve the application of some bookkeeping, implementing a single sync store internally with a separate summary version for each priority level. An application would be required to select an object's priority upon insertion, from among a few discrete priority levels.



w Axiom: Conflicts consist of concurrent writes. Bayou dependency checks [21] detect application-defined conflicts. A system that detects semantic conflicts can be programmed to detect concurrent writes. If applications requiring the detection of write conflicts are rare, it makes sense for the storage burden of version vectors to be borne only by those applications requiring them; if such applications are common, it makes sense for the data-synchronization framework to do the bookkeeping.



w Axiom: Application code is trustworthy. 9



We trust an application to inform a sync store when it changes the contents of a Reconcilable object, to avoid race conditions, and to discard Reconcilable references when a sync store is closed. The application methods invoked to resolve conflicts and read or write byte-stream representations are trusted to do no harm, to terminate, and to produce correct results. In contrast, Bayou merge procedures [5] and Coda application-specific resolvers [11,12] are untrusted. Bayou merge procedures are not allowed to have any side-effects other than writing the database. Coda resolvers are executed on client machines with user privileges, thus protecting servers from resolvers. Both systems abort conflict resolution if it runs too long.



w Axiom: The framework should be Java-centric. The single-reference model of object storage and retrieval relies on garbage collection. Once an application retrieves a reference to a stored object, the sync store loses the ability to count live references to the object. Neither the sync store nor the application program can safely free the object's storage. This precludes direct transliteration of the framework to a language like C. Important lessons were learned from the specification and implementation of the framework, and we expect the framework to inspire and influence future data-synchronization research. There have already been two spinoffs of the MNCRS data-synchronization work at IBM: a state-machine model of data synchronization and the Mobile Data Synchronization Service. The state-machine model is called the Co-Operative State Machine for Object Synchronization, or COSMOS. It was a response to interest expressed in implementing a synchronization server with no application interface, and in specifying protocols that enable non-MNCRS data stores to synchronize with MNCRS sync stores. The framework specifies MNCRS data-synchronization semantics only indirectly, in terms of Java methods. COSMOS specifies the set of synchronization updates generated in a given state and the state transition that occurs when a synchronization or application-program update is applied to a given state. COSMOS does not define protocols, transports, or interfaces for application updates and queries. Work is underway on additional COSMOS models reflecting a variety of synchronization topologies and policies. These models will help us understand the performance implications of various policy decisions, catalog synchronization models to facilitate interoperability among independently developed products, and prove properties of synchronization protocols. The Mobile Data Synchronization Service [1], or MDSS, allows a variety of clients, including a Java object store, to synchronize with a variety of central databases. MDSS platforms communicate through the Mobile Data Synchronization Protocol, which defines the form of an XML document for data exchange. Documents are encoded into WBXML [14], a succinct representation of XML, and transmitted by MQ Series Everywhere, a lightweight reliable message-queuing facility. We used our reference implementation of the MNCRS data-synchronization framework as the starting point for the MDSS Java object-store client, wrote a new pluggable synchronizer, and modified our implementation to exploit the restricted way in which MDSS clients use the framework. Acknowledgments. This paper describes the results of a collaborative effort by the MNCRS data-synchronization working group. The group included Lonnie Hansen of Arkona; Henry Kings of Ericsson; Yoshifumi Miyata of
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